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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.

STRUCTURE OF THE HMRI WHS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The Hunter Medical Research Institute (HMRI) Work Health & Safety (WHS) Management System has
been developed for workers and other persons at HMRI’s place of work.
Section 1, the Introduction, contains information that applies to workers and other persons at HMRI’s place
of work. Section 2 relates to HMRI Building Occupants. Section 3 relates to HMRI Contractors. Section 4
relates to HMRI Workers (which includes both Employees and Volunteers).

1.2.

WHS POLICY
1.2.1. INTRODUCTION

HMRI is committed to providing a safe and healthy working environment for its workers and other persons
at HMRI’s place of work.
HMRI also recognises the need to work with its partners, the University of Newcastle (UoN) and the Hunter
New England Local Health District (HNELHD) to achieve a safe and healthy working environment.
The purpose of this Policy is to foster a coordinated and consistent approach to work health and safety
across HMRI and to assist in compliance with relevant legislation including the Work Health and Safety Act
2011 (NSW) (WHS Act).
HMRI maintains a number of WHS systems and procedures aimed at ensuring a safe and healthy working
environment. These are outlined in the HMRI WHS Management System.
HMRI will apply this WHS Policy, consistently at all levels to provide a safe and healthy workplace.

1.2.2. OBJECTIVES
HMRI is committed to:


Ensuring legislative compliance and industry best practice is maintained so far as is reasonably
practicable



Upholding the objectives of the WHS Act, specifically:
o
o
o
o

protecting workers and other persons against harm to their health, safety and welfare through the
elimination or minimisation of risks arising from work or from specified types of substances or
plant
providing for fair and effective workplace representation, consultation, co-operation and issue
resolution in relation to work health and safety
promoting the provision of advice, information, education and training in relation to work health
and safety
continuous improvement and progressively higher standards of work health and safety



Promoting 'safety first' culture and behaviour in the workplace



Establishing clear levels of responsibility and accountability for the management, the Board of
Directors, managers and workers
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As a Person Conducting a Business or Undertaking (PCBU) providing the requisite support and
resources to assist any officers to exercise due diligence



Maintaining effective consultation on work health and safety matters with workers



Maintaining effective consultation, cooperation and coordination with other parties who share work
health and safety obligations with HMRI including UoN and HNELHD



Continually monitoring, reviewing and auditing the WHS systems and procedures to ensure
opportunities for improvement are incorporated and communicated



Providing premises, fittings and fixtures, plant, equipment and systems of work that are safe and
without risk to health, so far as is reasonably practicable

1.2.3. RESPONSIBILITIES
The HMRI Board is required to:


Provide leadership in promoting a safe and healthy workplace



Individually, as directors, exercise due diligence to ensure HMRI complies with its legal WHS
obligations including taking reasonable steps to:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Acquire and maintain knowledge on WHS matters
Ensure that HMRI, as a PCBU, has available for use and uses appropriate resources and
processes to eliminate or minimise risks to health and safety from HMRI’s operations
Ensure HMRI has appropriate processes for receiving and considering information about
incidents, hazards and risks and responding to that information in a timely way
Provide adequate and appropriate resources for the WHS systems and procedures to be
developed, documented, reviewed, communicated and implemented throughout HMRI
Review the WHS objectives of HMRI and the performance of HMRI to those objectives
Monitor the compliance of HMRI to its legal and other WHS obligations

Management is required to:


Provide documented WHS systems and procedures, and review strategies to ensure compliance
with those systems and procedures



As far as is reasonably practicable, ensure consultative processes are maintained with workers and
other WHS duty holders



As far as is reasonably practicable, provide adequate and appropriate resources for WHS systems
and procedures



Implement the WHS systems and procedures



Regularly review and analyse the WHS performance



Understand the due diligence obligations of the Board and provide assistance and support to the
Board to meet those obligations.



Take reasonable care of themselves and of others at all times



Maintain consultative processes and coordinate the flow of information between workers and
management



Identify and assess risks, eliminate or minimise those risks and monitor and review the process, so
far as is reasonably practicable
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As far as is reasonably practicable, ensure the incident/accident reporting system is active and
effective



As far as is reasonably practicable, ensure workers, including new and young workers, receive
adequate information, instruction, training and supervision



As far as is reasonably practicable, ensure personal protective equipment (PPE) and equipment is
provided, maintained and used as specified

Workers are required to:


Take reasonable care of themselves and of others at work at all times



Adhere to the implemented WHS systems and procedures



Comply with any reasonable WHS instruction and/or direction



Be actively and constructively involved in established consultative processes



Identify and report all hazards and incidents/accidents and participate in developing strategies to
eliminate or minimise those risks



Use the provided resources, equipment and PPE safely and as specified



Attend training as requested and/or directed.



Workers include HMRI employees, contractors, volunteers and other persons who carry out work,
functions or duties as part of HMRI’s operations.

HMRI Building Occupants are required to:


Uphold HMRI’s WHS Policy



Understand and comply with legislative WHS obligations



Effectively manage WHS matters within their management or control



Consult, cooperate and coordinate activities with HMRI and all other building occupants and duty
holders in respect of WHS issues and opportunities

1.3.

CONSULTATION
1.3.1. CONSULTATION STATEMENT

HMRI is committed to providing a safe and healthy working environment for its workers and other persons
at HMRI’s place of work.
HMRI also recognises the need to work with its partners, UoN and HNELHD to achieve a safe and healthy
working environment.
There are a number of consultation pathways for HMRI workers and others. These are outlined in the
Consultation Flowchart which shows committees which HMRI takes part in as part of its greater
consultation.
HMRI also consults with both UoN Health and Safety team and the HNELHD Work Health and Safety team
to ensure information flow and where more immediate action is required to meet WHS obligations.
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REPORTING
1.4.1. REPORTING STATEMENT

RESPONSIBILITIES
Management has the responsibility to ensure as far as is reasonably practicable that:


Breakdown within the WHS Management System should be investigated and any inadequacies
and/or omissions in the system identified and the system improved to prevent a recurrence



Causes of incidents and near misses investigated, reported and discussed at the Building
Occupants Meeting to ensure information feeds back to other duty holders for continuous
consultation and improvement



After any incident or near miss, policies and procedures should be reviewed and, where necessary,
amended to avoid a recurrence of incidents and near misses



A consultative approach is to be taken in relation to corrective action, including post incident
consultation with any injured party.



Full cooperation is provided during any inspection or investigation by an Inspector of WorkCover
NSW or other relevant statutory authority.

All personnel including team members, researchers, building occupants, volunteers and visiting contractors
have the responsibility to:


Report observed Workplace Health and Safety hazards and/or unsafe practices through appropriate
reporting lines



Take reasonable care, in the performance of work, so as to prevent injuries to self and others



Comply, as far as reasonable, with any reasonable instruction, policy or procedure addressing
Workplace Health & Safety risks, hazards or issues



Cooperate with the investigation of any workplace incident



Notify their team leader of an injury or near miss as soon as practicable.

There are a number of reporting pathways for HMRI workers and others. These are outlined in the
Reporting Flowchart (1.4.2).
RESOLVING ISSUES
An ‘issue’ is any concern about health and safety at the workplace that remains unresolved after
consultation with the affected workers and HMRI. For example, an issue could include a difference in
opinion on whether something is a potential risk to health and safety or whether a particular control
measure is adequate.
Parties must make reasonable efforts to achieve a timely, final and effective resolution of the issue through
the appropriate channels.
The five levels of consultation are as follows:
1. *Emergency Notify security by phoning Internal: 20007 / Ext (02) 4042-0007; and Emergency Services
on “0, 000”
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2. To report an Incident, hazard injury near miss or building issue email the Facilities Management Team –
fm@hmri.com.au
3. Work Group Facilities Health and Safety (HS) Meeting
4. Faculty or Divisional HS Committee level
5. HMRI Building Occupants Meeting for all general WHS issues and WHS consultation issues. WHS will
be a permanent agenda item.
For Research Projects issues should also be passed to the UoN Health and Safety Team for consultation
where there are any issues with control measures being implemented. Where appropriate the Health and
Safety team will refer issues to the UoN Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) and/or Chemical and
Radiation Technical Sub-Committee (CRTC).
HMRI Safety Officer Margaret Dunkley is also a reference point for all general WHS issues and safety
advice – Margaret.Dunkley@newcastle.edu.au.
Workplace Health and Safety information will also be displayed on the HMRI red noticeboards across the
HMRI site.
EXTERNAL HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMITTEE MEETINGS
ACCIDENT AND INJURY STATISTICS
Collating information and data can assist in avoiding future events by identifying trends, planning and
implementing mitigation strategies to control the risks.
All parties are to report data relevant to incidents, near miss, accidents and any event that is considered
reportable at the monthly Building Occupants meeting.

Other persons;
HNEH, UoN,
Newcastle
Innovation, Cafe,
PCBU (Other
discreet
employee(s))

HRMI Facility
Management

Monthly
Building
Occupants
Meeting - WHS
Permanent
Agenda Item

HMRI Workers &
other persons

Note: If there is an Emergency on the HMRI site or in the Rankin Park Campus, contact HMRI Security
services on 4042- 0007 and Emergency Services on “0, 000”
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EMERGENCY
1.5.1. EMERGENCY RESPONSE PROCEDURES

HMRI Fire and Emergency Procedures have been designed to cover likely types of emergencies
that may occur at the HMRI Building and enable them to be handled safely and effectively. These
procedures include specific procedures in the event of:
-

Fire
External Emergency (e.g. major transport accident, explosion, flood, fire, earthquake etc.)
Evacuation
Internal Emergency (e.g. Civil disorder, intruders, critical infrastructure resource malfunction
and system failure, structural damage, hazardous chemical/substance incident)
Medical Emergency
Personal Threat (unarmed or armed confrontation, illegal occupancy of facility)
Bomb Threat

Obviously it is unrealistic to plan for every conceivable event or emergency that may occur on site,
establishing the Emergency Control Organisation (ECO) to cover the more common types creates
an infrastructure that can handle most emergencies safely and effectively.
There are a number of common principles in handling all emergencies. They are:
-

It must be reported to the Emergency Control Organisation (internal 20007, external 40420007) and the outside Emergency Services (0-000).
People who need to take action during the emergency will need to be alerted.
People endangered by the emergency will need to be safeguarded.
If safe, property threatened by the emergency should be protected.
If safe, the site will need to be restored to normal operations as soon as practical.

Detailed instructions are given in the full Fire and Emergency Procedures. These procedures can be
found on the HMRI website on the Facilities Management Page or at http://www.hmri.com.au/wpcontent/uploads/2014/04/HMRI-Fire-Emergency-Procedure-Manual.pdf.
Flip books with excerpts from the Fire and Emergency Procedures covering what to do in the event
of each emergency type (codes) can be found throughout the HMRI Building. They have been
suspended on hooks in work areas and hallways that experience high through traffic and are visible,
and easily referenced.
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1.5.2. EMERGENCY REPORTING PROCEDURES
You must report:
1. In an emergency relevant to HMRI or the Building notify HMRI Security by phoning Internal:
20007 / Ext (02) 4042 0007 and Emergency Services on “0-000”
2. Immediately in the event of an incident or any situation involving immediate or imminent risk to
the health and safety of any person.
Emergency / Event Checklist
Security

Internal: 20007 / External: (02) 4042 0007

Police / Ambulance

0-000

Fire Wardens (HMRI) / Fire Brigade

Facilities Management can provide names as
required

First Aiders (HMRI)

First Aider for each area identified on a sign near
your first aid box
Facilities Management can provide names if full list
is required

Facilities Manager immediately:
Graham Gunner

Internal: 20595
External: (02) 4042 0595
Mobile: 0407 760 470

Hunter Medical Research Institute (HMRI)
Facilities Management

Email: fm@hmri.com.au
Internal: 20015
External: (02) 4042 0015

Hunter Medical Research Institute (HMRI)
Safety Officer: Margaret Dunkley

Email: Margaret.Dunkley@newcastle.edu.au

University of Newcastle (UoN):
Senior Safety Advisory
Neill Bourne

Internal: 17330
External: 4921 7330
Mobile: 0439 449 016

Hunter New England Local District Health
(HNELHD)

First contact is through own HNELHD Manager
WHS Resource Unit: (02) 4921 3162

Newcastle Innovations (NI):
Renee Butcher

Email: renee.butcher@newcastle.edu.au
Internal: 18777
External: 4921 8777

Other relevant businesses

Seaspray Café
Facilities Management
Email: café@hmri.org.au
Phone: (02) 4042-0665

WorkCover

Phone: 131 050
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2. HMRI BUILDING OCCUPANTS
2.1.

GENERAL STATEMENT

The term Building Occupants refers to people who are resident in the HMRI Building, but exclude
Contractors and HMRI Workers (employees and volunteers). HMRI Building Occupants are
generally workers, students and volunteers of the University of Newcastle, Hunter New England
Local Health District, Newcastle Innovation and other organisations with formal occupancy
arrangements in place with HMRI. These splits have been formed to cover the different obligations
and requirements for different classes of individuals within the HMRI Building.
HMRI is committed to ensuring the health and safety of all Building Occupants who may be affected
by issues arising while attending HMRI premises or undertaking activities under their name.
It is noted that Building Occupants are generally organised into work and/or lab groups.
MANAGEMENT PRIORITIES
HMRI will endeavour to:


Work together with other duty holders in a cooperative and coordinated way so that all risks
are eliminated or minimised as far as reasonably practicable;



Ensure that risks arising from HMRI activities/undertakings affecting Building Occupants are
identified, assessed and controlled;



Ensure that safety requirements consistent with HMRI’s commitment to health and safety
and with all relevant WHS laws are imposed as key clauses in all Building Occupants’
activities;



Evaluate safety arrangements of all Building Occupants on a quarterly basis and take
necessary actions to ensure they meet required safety standards;



Provide appropriate training, instruction and performance evaluation that meets safety
standards to HMRI’s team members who are required to supervise and/or work with the
Building Occupants;



Maintain relevant records relating to the work of the Building Occupants (such as inspection
reports, training records and contracts) as part of HMRI’s Health & Safety record keeping
system; and



Communicate in a timely and effective manner with other duty holders in relation to any
emergencies or workplace health and safety incidents that require a coordinated response to
any external parties (e.g. the media).

Other duty holders, predominantly being the University of Newcastle and Hunter New England
Health, are expected to:


Meet their own obligations under Workplace Health & Safety Legislation to their workers.



Consult, cooperate and coordinate with HMRI and other duty holders to ensure health and
safety issues are identified, communicated, discussed, risk evaluated as necessary and
ultimately risks mitigated, controlled or eliminated to the extent that it is reasonably practical.
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Notify the HMRI WHS Coordinator of all incidents, injuries, hazards or near-misses within 12
hours of occurrence.

HEALTH & SAFETY MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES
The role of HMRI is to ensure as far as is reasonably practicable that all Building Occupants,
provide for safety management at work areas managed by HMRI, and abide by those provisions
whilst engaged in activities on site. The requirements for safety management are defined under the
NSW Work Health and Safety Act 2011 and the NSW WHS Regulation 2011.
HMRI Building Occupants are required to comply with all Health and Safety Management
Procedures that have been implemented in the HMRI Building.
HMRI Building Occupants are also required to comply with the Health and Safety Management
Procedures of their own employer organisations.
It is the goal of HMRI that the Health and Safety Management Procedures are complementary and
do not impose additional burden on any Building Occupant.
The following Health and Safety Management Procedures have been approved for implementation
in the HMRI Building:





LABORATORY SAFETY MANUAL
LABORATORY INDUCTION REQUIREMENTS
CLINICAL TRIALS CENTRE GUIDELINES
OGTR GUIDELINES FOR CERTIFICATION OF A PC2 LABORATORY



OGTR GUIDELINES FOR CERTIFICATION OF A PC2 ANIMAL FACILITY

2.2.

INDUCTION

All Building Occupants are required to participate in the HMRI Induction Program, to ensure all
tenancy workers, and students are inducted into the HMRI premises. The Induction is to include
procedures for reporting hazards, injuries and what to do in the case of an evacuation.
All Building Occupants are required to complete a Building Induction which covers important
information about working safely at HMRI.
http://www.hmri.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/HMRI-Workplace-Heath-and-SafetyInduction.pdf
Staff security access cards are linked to inductions, and are programmed according to the internal
access requirements of each individual.
All Building Occupants persons requesting access to HMRI laboratory areas must satisfactorily
complete the HMRI Laboratory Induction.
The Induction comprises a reading component as well as online completion of the University of
Newcastle’s ELMO Laboratory Safety Module (username: Newcastle; password: elmo) and the
HMRI Laboratory Induction Quiz.
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CONSULTATION
2.3.1. HMRI BUILDING OCCUPANTS MEETING

HMRI has a monthly Building Occupants Meeting. The meeting has five principle objectives:






To provide a forum for all building occupants to offer comment and be informed with respect
to their general use of the HMRI facility through user group representatives to the meeting.
Security and event related discourse.
Building operational matters.
WHS - General building occupant safety.
WHS - Laboratory general safety.

The meeting is a forum where representatives of every group represented in the HMRI Building may
make suggestions for improvements and enhancements capable of improving the operations and to
consult and coordinate on activities affecting workplace health and safety with Building Occupants.
The objective of consultation will be to ensure everyone within the HMRI building has a shared
understanding of what risks exist, future planned activities, likely risks, who is affected by them and
control mechanisms in place. This exchange of information will allow duty holders to work together
to plan and manage health and safety
The members of the HMRI Building Occupants Meeting are drawn from the various groups on site
and whilst typically they are lab managers, or in supervisory or admin support roles they are tasked
with representing the views of their groups honestly and without censure and communicating
information acquired at the meeting to their groups in the same fashion.
The HMRI Building Occupants Meeting is not a formal HS Committee, but a consultation
mechanism to enhance communication between HMRI and Building Occupants. Consultation
should include:
-

what each will be doing, how, when and where and what plant or substances may be used

-

who has control or influence over aspects of the work or the environment in which the work
is being undertaken

-

ways in which the activities of each duty holder may affect the work environment

-

ways in which the activities of each duty holder may affect what others do

-

identifying the workers that are or will be involved in the activity and who else may be
affected by the activity

-

what procedures or arrangements may be in place for the consultation and representation of
workers, and for issue resolution

-

what information may be needed by another duty holder for health and safety purposes

-

what each knows about the hazards and risks associated with their activity

-

whether the activities of others may introduce or increase hazards or risks

-

what each will be providing for health and safety, particularly for controlling risks
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what further consultation or communication may be required to monitor health and safety or
to identify any changes in the work or environment.
Any planned or future activity that may pose additional risks to health and safety.

This consultation will determine which health and safety duties are shared and what each person
needs to do to co-operate and co-ordinate activities with each other to comply with their health and
safety duty.

2.4.

REPORTING

Building Occupants are required to table any incidents, hazards or injuries that have happened
while working on HMRI’s premises through their groups delegate at the Building Occupants Meeting
each month. Building Occupants are requested to conduct regular inspections of their worksite to
reduce hazards through identification and reduction measures.
If a serious incident/injury has occurred or a hazard perceived, then the HMRI MUST be informed
immediately and not wait till the Building Occupancy Meetings. Building Occupants will notify HMRI
immediately if a notifiable incident (see definitions below) occurs as soon as practicable.
NON-CONFORMANCE REPORTS
HMRI will conduct quarterly/random WHS Inspections of any area that they have control of to
ensure hazards and risks are identified.
Where, after a random or periodic inspection, HMRI finds either unsatisfactory standards or noncompliance by the Building Occupant with safety procedures, a non-compliance report will be
completed and provided to the Tenancy. Importantly this document will stipulate the corrective
measure required and dates for completion. Failure by the tenancy to react favourably and within
the time limits will be regarded as a breach of the sub-licence agreement and referred to the HMRI
Board.
Note: It is the responsibility of the Tenancies to ensure all equipment is maintained and all
chemicals brought onto HMRI premises have the appropriate SDS.
DEFINITIONS:
Reportable incident: Any accident/incident/ injury/ hazard deemed reportable to the employer or
HMRI as per the reporting Flowchart on page 10.
Notifiable incident: refers to an incident notifiable by the employer to WorkCover Australia. See the
Worksafe Australia fact sheet:
(http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/SWA/about/Publications/Documents/690/Incidentnotification-fact-sheet.pdf )
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WORKPLACE INSPECTION

PURPOSE
The purpose of this procedure is to ensure that the HMRI worksite is inspected on a regular basis
using a consistent format. Regular inspections will assist in the hazard identification process and
will assist in monitoring the effectiveness of control strategies.
DEFINITIONS
WORKPLACE INSPECTION:
This is a planned walk through of the premises using a checklist, to monitor work safety issues and
identify any possible hazards.
HAZARD:
Hazards are defined as a source of potential harm to people or a situation with potential to cause
injury or loss to plant, property or equipment.
RESPONSIBILITIES
The Facilities Manager is responsible for organising quarterly workplace inspections.
Management is responsible for collecting workplace inspection reports and identified issues are
entered into the CAFM management system.


Management is responsible for ensuring that identified hazards are controlled within a
reasonable timeframe (subject to the nature of the hazard and potential cost to control).
HMRI performs quarterly workplace inspections.



The team leader and other interested parties walk through the area being assessed and
complete the document WHSRMT003 – WHS Workplace Inspection Checklist to determine
in part:
o
o
o
o
o
o

legislative compliance
housekeeping standards
hazardous conditions
unsafe acts and conditions
substandard acts and conditions
actions needed to correct the non-conformance



Identified items from the inspection are documented via the CAFM management system,
which includes controls, person responsible and due date for completion. The Inspection
Report Form is then circulated to the departments within HMRI and also tabled at the
monthly Building Occupants Meeting.



HMRI Management will review reports from the inspection and instigate corrective action as
required.
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Building Occupants are responsible for:


ensuring all identified workplace risks and hazards are reported to HMRI Facilities
Management and through appropriate employer organisation WHS Systems



cooperating with HMRI Management in meeting their workplace health and safety duties
through workplace inspections and any corrective actions taken

Note: All PC2 laboratories will also be subject to annual Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC)
inspections as required by the Office of the Gene Technology Regulator (OTGR).
REPORTING
Incidents must be identified and reported immediately via email to fm@hmri.com.au. Hazards within
the HMRI building that have the potential to affect the health and safety of other persons within the
building should also be reported to Security (P: (02) 4042 0007, Ext: 20007, M: 0407 760 470) to
ensure appropriate action can be taken immediately.
Download the HMRI WHS Workplace Inspection Checklist.

2.6.

SAFE WORK PROCEDURES

RESPONSIBILITY
It is the responsibility of Building Occupants to ensure that safe work method statements and safe
work procedures are developed through their employer (UoN, HNELHD, Newcastle Innovation,
etc.).
All building occupants performing an activity for which a safe work method statement and safe work
procedures have been developed are expected to perform the task in accordance with the
procedure.
DEFINITION
SAFE WORK METHOD STATEMENTS:
Safe Work Method Statements (SWMS) and Safe Operating Procedures (SOPs) are documented
safe work practices that must be, as far as reasonably practicable, communicated to all members of
a work group prior to undertaking a specific task or operating specific plant and equipment.
SWMS are often provided as generic statements defining safe approaches to performing subtasks
in a project (ie)




how and when to use a ladder
o (eg) Ladder not to be used on unlevel ground etc.
o (eg) Must not lean off a ladder
what type of ladder can be used (eg) Platform ladder

Typically and preferably these generic statements should be augmented by some site specific
information which underpins any risk assessment of the site specific task & environmental variables.
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An SOP should be developed where the tasks to be performed must follow a set sequence or where
there is a step then feedback then option, then task then feed back and options loop in the logic of
the tasks to be performed.
By way of example, in the event that a fire panel had to be isolated to undertake work on a data
centre, an SOP would be used to provide a very structured approach to making the equipment safe
for the subsequent works to be performed.
A SWMS or SOP should only be developed after a complete risk assessment has been carried out
and identified control measures are implemented as far as is reasonably practicable. Consultation
with the work group is vital in developing effective and acceptable SWMS or SOP.
PROCEDURE
All building occupants need to ensure they follow their own employers Safe Work Procedures. UoN
and HNELHD have a number of technical committees available that provide support and
assessments in their field of expertise.
For UoN employee’s information on Safety in the Workplace can be found at
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/current-staff/teaching-and-research/health-and-safety-for-teachingand-research
The University of Newcastle requires all employees commencing research or teaching activities to
undertake a hazard assessment. Where risks are identified a process of assessment through the
Head of School and the Health and Safety Team will be undertaken. Information on this process
along with forms required can be found at: http://www.newcastle.edu.au/current-staff/teaching-andresearch/health-and-safety-for-teaching-and-research/risk-assessments-for-teaching-and-research
Each research unit should ensure they have procedures in place that are approved by the UoN
Institutional Biosafety Committee and Chemical Radiation Technical Sub-Committee.
Hunter New England Health employees should refer to HNE Health Work Health and Safety
policies, and any other relevant policies or regulations relating to health and safety (including
University Policies where appropriate). Researchers must obtain any safety clearances necessary
for the conduct of their research and ensure all safety requirements related to both the research
procedure and the conduct of the research are adhered to.
The University of Newcastle’s Institutional Bio-Safety Committee (IBC) is the designated IBC for
both UoN and HNELHD, specifically for research undertaken within the Rankin Park Campus. It is
responsible for assessment, recommendations for management, and monitoring the risks to the
health and safety of people and the environment from activities undertaken for research and
teaching purposes, which make use of genetically modified organisms, pathogenic micro-organisms
and other biological hazards. More information can be found at:
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/current-staff/our-organisation/governance/committeestructure/institutional-biosafety-committee
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UoN’s Chemical and Radiation Technical Sub-Committee assists both UoN and HNELHD
researchers meet legislative requirements of the WHS Regulation 2011, Chapter 6 Hazardous
Substances and Radiation Control Act (NSW) 1990 and its Regulations. More information can be
found at:
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/current-staff/our-organisation/governance/committeestructure/chemical-and-radiation-technical-committee
All other Building Occupants not covered by HMRI, UoN or HNELHD should refer to their employers
procedures for safe work practises and ensure adherence with all safety requirements.
HAZARDOUS PROCESSES
Building occupants are responsible for managing risks associated with hazardous processes within
their operations and adhere to their employer’s policies and procedures in regards to these matters.
University of Newcastle Hazard Identification and Assessment information can be found at
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/current-staff/working-here/work-health-and-safety/managing-healthand-safety-risks.
Hazard assessment should be a systematic process involving the identification, assessment and
control of hazards that may affect building occupants or visitors. All hazards should be reported via
your employer organisation WHS system.
Any hazard identified in relation to the HMRI building should be reported to HMRI Facilities
Management:
-

During business hours call the HMRI Facilities Management Help Desk (02) 4042 0015,
internal: 20015, or the Facilities Managers mobile: 0407 760 470
After hours via HMRI Security (02) 4042 0007, internal: 20007, or in an emergency call the
Facility Managers mobile: 0407 760 470
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3. HMRI CONTRACTORS
3.1.

CONTRACTOR MANAGEMENT

PURPOSE
The purpose of this procedure is to provide HMRI Contractors (including labour hire workers) with a
standard induction to consult, inform and instruct on the hazards, rules and control mechanisms in
the workplace to ensure the health and safety of all relevant stakeholders.
CONTRACTOR COORDINATION AND COMMUNICATION
Contractors are required to provide HMRI with a scope of works so that any WHS risks (to other
persons at the premises) arising from the works can be managed, and any impacts on activities at
HMRI can be ascertained. HMRI will then engage with both the contractors and any affected duty
holders to coordinate activities and manage risks that will impact on other people in the premises.
This will generally involve the development of an intended works timeframe to minimise disruption.
Before any works can be undertaken in or around the HMRI building all contractors must complete
the online HMRI Building Induction
If a cleaner or contractor is required to enter a laboratory, the individuals may need to complete a
specific laboratory induction for the area, or be accompanied by an inducted staff member (i.e. as a
“visitor”). The requirement for the induction relates to the potential for harm to the contractor, the lab
staff or their research by their action or inaction, (i.e.) passing via a central corridor of a laboratory in
transit to a plant room would not necessitate a need to be inducted into the Lab, however the need
to change a light over a laboratory bench and the attendant risks to the contractor and the works
being performed would necessitate an induction.
R:\WHS\Policy Procedure & Ref Docs\HMRI-PC2-Lab-Area-Induction-Cleaner-Maintenanceworkers.pdf.
Contractors are not to enter a PC2-certified Facility area (which includes both PC2 laboratories and
PC2 animal facilities) without permission from the person responsible for that area or the Facilities
Manager.

3.2.

CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITIES

All workers must complete induction training before commencing work on the HMRI site.
Contractors and their workers must also hold relevant licences/certificates and insurance coverage
for any work they are to complete.
As a contractor, you are also responsible for ensuring the health and safety of yourself and others
during the course of your work.
This includes:
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Providing safe systems of work, and managing the risks and hazards associated with the
project, activities and services you provide;
Completing a Safe Work Method Statement (SWMS) before commencing work at the HMRI
site;
Providing your own Personal Protection Equipment (PPE);
Ensuring that you, your staff and any sub-contractors hold current licences and qualifications
to support the approved works;
Ensuring that all plant and equipment is well maintained and in good working order at the
completion of work;
Ensuring that plant rooms are left in a clean and tidy state with all rubbish and consumables
are removed from the site.

3.3.

CONTRACTOR OBLIGATIONS

Contractors are legally obliged to:









Ensure their staff and sub-contractors have an understanding of risk management processes
and techniques, and are able to identify and address hazards and risks associated with their
work, and the general environment.
Ensure their staff and sub-contractors know of and follow safety and environmental rules and
procedures.
Ensure their staff and sub-contractors are trained to be technically, professionally and legally
competent to do the agreed work;
Provide plant, equipment, tools and instruments which are fit for purpose, legislatively
compliant (where relevant) and safe for use at work;
Avoid placing themselves, others or the environment at risk during their work;
Report workplace incidents to HMRI Security;
Notify HMRI Facility Management if safety or environmental hazards are observed.

3.4.

CONTRACTOR INDUCTION

INDUCTION RESPONSIBILITIES
HMRI Facility Management is responsible for organising appropriate induction for the Contractors,
and for keeping a register of this training.
INDUCTION
Inductions are undertaken by HMRI is to ensure contractors are aware and knowledgeable in the
procedures for Work Health and Safety within HMRI and while working on site.
The induction programme encompasses


How to report a hazard to HMRI Facility Management.



How to report an event such as a near miss, a dangerous event or a major incident.

To access the online building induction please follow the link below:
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http://www.hmri.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/HMRI-Workplace-Heath-and-SafetyInduction.pdf
Relevant Documents
Cleaner/Maintenance Personnel PC2 Area Induction Checklist:
http://www.hmri.com.au/files/2014/04/HMRI-PC2-Lab-Area-Induction-Cleaner-Maintenanceworkers.pdf
HMRI WHS Induction: http://www.hmri.com.au/files/2014/04/HMRI-Workplace-Heath-and-SafetyInduction.pdf
INDUCTION PROCEDURE


The purpose of this procedure is to provide Contractors with a standard induction, informing
them of general occupational health and safety issues, and procedures for their safety at
work sites.



Training undertaken is to ensure contractors are aware of procedures for health and safety
within the workplace



Contractors are required to complete the HMRI Induction Program.



If working within restricted laboratory areas contractors will need to be accompanied by an
inducted employee (e.g. security officer) or complete the HMRI PC2 Area Induction Checklist
for Cleaner/Maintenance Personnel. The checklist must be completed before the person
commences working a PC2 laboratory or animal facility area. Personnel must verify they
have received this information, and may be asked to confirm that they have understood it by
way of questioning and demonstration. This record of induction will be kept by HMRI.



The contractor’s supervisor or any other person delegated to complete this documentation is
responsible for maintaining records of contractors including workers, sub-contractors and
volunteers that may be working on the site invited by the contractor and ensuring each
person has completed and has been signed off on the induction prior to starting work.



The contractor’s supervisor will decide what action will be taken if a contractor fails to
complete their induction.



The inducted person and the person completing the induction must sign the induction
checklist, acknowledging that they have been informed of the methods of communication,
location of facilities, safety matters, general safety rules and regulations when working on
site.



Induction checklist is to be recorded in CAFM as the Contractor Database.



Site briefings –Contractors will be briefed on site, which will include health and safety issues,
before commencing site activities.



A nominated person will be assigned to alert the contractor in the event of an emergency.

The OHSCMT001 – Contractor induction checklist is to be used by the HMRI representative to sign
off the induction procedure and record that the contractor has met the induction requirements and
as such can start work at the site.
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Any changes in the work being performed or hazards identified after this induction checklist is
completed and signed off must be notified immediately to the contractor’s supervisor using face to
face discussion.
The Contractor Induction Checklist must be completed and signed off by the contractor and the
designated supervisor prior to work starting.
In addition, face to face discussion must be had prior to starting a new task considering the most
reasonably practicable approach to eliminate, or mitigate the risks where elimination is not possible
or practicable. All contractors are required to cooperate with the Work, Health & Safety Policy and
Programs to ensure their safety and the safety of others is considered.
The Contractor Induction Checklist may be used to induct other relevant stakeholders as required.
OHSCMT001 –
CONTRACTOR
INDUCTION
CHECKLIST

CONTRACTOR
SCOPE OF WORKS

OHSCMT001Contractors Scope of
Contractor Induction Checklist
Works

3.5.

HOT WORKS
PERMIT

JOB SAFETY
ASSESSMENT

Hot Work Permit

Job Safety
Assessment

OPERATIONAL/PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS

All contractors must park in the contractor car spaces in front of the guard rails at the east end of the
building located just past the delivery dock roller doors.
All contractors must proceed directly to Level 4 Reception to sign in and obtain their respective key
and security access card before any works can commence. All appropriate HMRI Inductions
(Building and where appropriate Laboratory) to be completed before a contractor commences work
on site.
Access to the HMRI Data Centre and Communications Room are strictly controlled – Only the HMRI
IT Systems Administrator or the Facilities Manager (and in the Facilities Managers absence, the 2IC
Facility Officer) may authorise the release of keys to access communications rooms on this site. The
HMRI IT Systems Administrator must be briefed regarding any unplanned activities to be performed
and will advise what tasks and technology may or may not be performed on the IT infrastructure on
site. The responsibilities for the maintenance and security of the IT infrastructure is subject of a
formal MOU between IT and FM.
Some parts of the infrastructure including switchgear and routers are subject to oversight by the
University of Newcastle IT Management and as such may require additional approvals where these
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classes of equipment may be affected by the works. Approval for proposed works may take days or
weeks if type, device or UAT testing is required.
All spaces associated with the works must be left in a clean and tidy state on completion.
All as installed documentation, cold start, warm stop and restart after power failure details must be
provided. All original equipment manufacturers data on any devices installed must be provided to
site Facilities Management.
All works on site are subject to random in process and post works inspections without notice.
Departures from documented and agreed approaches to safe work and process will be taken
seriously and action taken to curtail project works until risks are mitigated and safe work in accord
with agreed process resumes. Where work is curtailed as a result of the application of work
practices that deviate from agreed safe work practices and procedure, the costs associated with the
stoppage, any rework or supplementary works to bring the project works to a safe conclusion will be
at the risk of the contractor or head contractor breached.
If faults remain, after notifying the relevant supervisor HMRI Facilities Management team to be
notified on (02) 4042-0015, internal: 20015 / mobile 0407-760-470 in work hours or after hours
please notify HMRI Security by phoning (02) 4042-0007 (extension 20007) and completing the
documents with required information on the CAFM system.

3.6.

SAFE WORK PROCEDURES

The Contractor must undertake a Risk Management Process for all works performed for HMRI. It is
expected that this will include Job Safety Analyses, Safe Work Method Statements, Safety Data
Sheets and any other relevant documentation for the works to be performed.
In order to minimise the risk of hazards in the workplace, contractors must undertake a 4 step Risk
Management Process:
1. Identify all foreseeable hazards: a hazard is defined as something that has the potential to
harm the health, safety and welfare of people at a workplace. Consideration should be given
to normal, abnormal and emergency conditions. For example, an activity that blocks a
pedestrian access should consider normal traffic levels, abnormal (i.e. an event) and
emergency (i.e. during an evacuation).
2. Assess the amount of risk from the hazard: a risk is defined as the likelihood that a hazard
will cause injury, illness or disease, and the severity of the injury, illness or disease that may
result.
Contractors are to provide copies of Safe Work Method Statements to HMRI before
commencing any activity on site.
3. Control the hazard or, if possible, remove the risk completely: particular risk control
measures (such as specialised facilities, proven work methods and specialised training) are
required for hazardous processes.
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HMRI will consult with service providers/contractors to identify and document any hazardous
processes, and implement, as far as reasonably practicable, appropriate measures to control
the associated risks.
Particular attention will be paid to work:


Near traffic or mobile plant



On or around or near electrical wiring



With or near hazardous substances, including chemicals



On or near occupied public sites or public thoroughfares



Manual handling



Lifting, handling, loading and unloading



Involving hot works



Requiring working at heights




Working on any surface fitted with or requiring connectivity to any fall restraint
system

Necessitating accessing confined or restricted spaces







Rain Water Tank interior
Isotope storage bunkers
Isotope waste pit
Storm water pits
Trade waste pits and settlement pits
Isotope lab

4. Within active laboratories. Review risk assessments to monitor and improve ‘control
measures’ and find safer ways of doing things.
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4. HMRI EMPLOYEES AND VOLUNTEERS
4.1.

CONSULTATION

COMPANY COMMITMENT
Hunter Medical Research Institute (HMRI) is committed to providing a safe and healthy working
environment for its workers and other persons at HMRI’s place of work.
HMRI will consult with its workers and volunteers in implementing safe practices and systems of
work to promote the health, safety and welfare of all involved with HMRI as far as reasonably
practicable.
Other agreed arrangements have been established to promote safety and health in the workplace.
OTHER AGREED ARRANGEMENTS
The agreed consultation arrangements between HMRI and its workers (including employees and
volunteers) is a WHS Forum within the established monthly staff meetings. During these meetings,
WHS will be an established agenda item and workers will be invited to raise any Health & Safety
issues, as well as being consulted on any planned changes that may affect their workplace health
and safety.
The meetings are minuted and distributed to all involved. HMRI workers are provided with an
update on actions taken from the last meeting, and are also asked for any feedback on issues
raised. Should follow-up action be required, responsibilities are allocated at these meetings to the
appropriate personnel.

4.1.1. HMRI WHS FORUM
HMRI Workers will be consulted on Workplace Health and Safety issues on a regular basis as part
of the pre-existing HMRI Corporate Staff Meeting. This forum will be used to table issues including
(but not limited to):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Workplace Inspection Checklist outcome review
Incidents or injuries since last meeting
New hazards reported
Progress Reports on WHS issues (elimination/mitigation controls)
Changes affecting worker health & safety
Upcoming Contractor works
Review of Safe Work Procedures (SWP)/Risk Assessments
Legislation changes

Discussion will be recorded and mailed out following the meeting and include:
1.
2.

who is involved
what the safety matter is
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what decision has been made
who is to take action and by when
when the action has been completed.

Workers will be given the opportunity to submit issues to the WHS Co-ordinator prior to the meeting
in order to ensure discussion is included.
Workers not present at the meeting, including volunteers and labour hire staff (security, cleaners
etc.) will be consulted via email and/or noticeboards and given the opportunity to contribute through
their workplace coordinator (volunteer coordinator, Security Manager, or the Facilities Manager etc.)
on issues relevant to their positions and affecting their workplace health and safety at HMRI.

4.2.

REPORTING

RESPONSIBILITIES
Management has the responsibility to ensure as far as is reasonably practicable that:


Breakdown within the WHS Management System should be investigated and any
inadequacies and/or omissions in the system identified and the system improved to prevent
a recurrence



Causes of incidents and near misses investigated, reported and discussed at the Building
Occupants Meeting to ensure information feeds back to other duty holders for continuous
consultation and improvement



After any incident or near miss, policies and procedures should be reviewed and, where
necessary, amended to avoid a recurrence of incidents and near misses



A consultative approach is to be taken in relation to corrective action



Full cooperation is provided during any inspection or investigation by an Inspector of
WorkCover NSW.

All personnel, including employees and volunteers, have the responsibility to:


Report observed Workplace Health and Safety hazards and/or unsafe practices through
appropriate reporting lines



Take reasonable care, in the performance of work, so as to prevent injuries to self and
others



Comply, as far as reasonable, with any reasonable instruction, policy or procedure
addressing Workplace Health & Safety risks, hazards or issues



Cooperate with the investigation of any workplace incident



Notify their team leader of an injury or near miss as soon as possible

There are a number of reporting pathways for HMRI workers and others. These are outlined in the
Reporting Flowchart.
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RISK MANAGEMENT

PURPOSE
The purpose of risk management section is to identify and assess any risks within the workplace
that may cause harm to people, equipment or the environment, and to implement measures to
control those risks.
Risk is the chance of something occurring that will result in:


injury or



damage

The difference between a hazard and a risk is that the hazard is something with the potential to
cause injury or damage, while the risk is a combination of the probability that the hazard will result
in harm (death, injury or illness) or damage, and the severity of the consequence or outcome.
Risk control means taking action to eliminate health and safety risks, and if that is not possible,
minimising the risks so far as is reasonably practicable. Eliminating a hazard will also eliminate any
risks associated with that hazard.
The WHSRM001 – Hazard Identification Procedure should be used for the notification and recording
of hazards in the workplace, as identified by HMRI workers and volunteers.
The WHSRM002 – Risk Assessment Procedure should be used to assess risks and prioritise
hazards/risks that need to be controlled.
To identify strategies to control risks stakeholders must:


establish the context



identify the risks



analyse the risks



evaluate the risks



treat the risks



monitor and review the risks.



Communicate and consult the process and the outcomes to all stakeholders

You must always aim to eliminate a hazard, which is the most effective control. If this is not
reasonably practicable, you must minimize the risk by working through the other alternatives in the
hierarchy of control (refer to Work Health and Safety Regulation 2011, clause 36 Hierarchy of
Control Measures and the Workcover Code of Practice How to Manage Work Health and Safety
Risks Section 3).
Deciding what is ‘reasonably practicable’ to protect people from harm requires taking into account
and weighing up all relevant matters, including:


the likelihood of the hazard or risk concerned occurring
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the degree of harm that might result from the hazard or risk



knowledge about the hazard or risk, and ways of eliminating or minimising the risk



the availability and suitability of ways to eliminate or minimise the risk, and



after assessing the extent of the risk and the available ways of eliminating or minimising the
risk, the cost associated with available ways of eliminating or minimising the risk, including
whether the cost is grossly disproportionate to the risk (cost is more broadly defined for
clarity as also including “time and effort” considerations as well as purely money).

The WHSRMT003.1 – WHS Workplace Inspection Checklist is used to record the results of
workplace inspections.
The WHSRMT001 – Risk assessment matrix determines the priority that should be placed on
controlling the hazard to assist to establish priorities and implement mitigation strategies to maintain
a safe work place.
The OHSRMT004 – Risk assessment form is used to establish mitigation strategies to treat the risk
once a risk has been identified.
To monitor and review the risks work place inspections must take place.
The OHSRMT005 – WHS Risk Register is used to record the hazards and risks and strategies to
mitigate the hazard and risks to ALARP.
All hazards must be reported to HMRI Facilities Management via fm@hmri.com.au.

4.3.1. RISK MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES
WHSRM001 –
HAZARD
IDENTIFICATION
PROCEDURE

WHSRM002 – RISK
ASSESSMENT
PROCEDURE

WHSRM001 –
WHSRM002 – RISK
HAZARD IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURE.docx
ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE.docx

4.3.2. RISK MANAGEMENT TOOLS
WHSRMT001 –RISK
ASSESSMENT
MATRIX

WHSRMT001 - RISK
ASSESSMENT MATRIX

WHSRMT003 –WHS
WORKPLACE
INSPECTION
CHECKLIST

OHSRMT004 – RISK
ASSESSMENT FORM

WHSRMT003 - WHS
Workplace Inspection Checklist

OHSRMT004 - Risk
Assessment Form

OHSRMT005 – OHS
RISK REGISTER

OHSRMT005 - OHS
Risk Register
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OTHER SAFE WORK PROCEDURES

PURPOSE
This procedure is intended to ensure tasks with risk to health and safety are identified and
procedures documented for the efficient operation of that activity.
DEFINITION
SAFE WORK METHOD STATEMENTS:
Safe Work Method Statements and Safe Work Procedures are documented safe work practices that
must be, as far as reasonably practicable, communicated to all members of a work group prior to
undertaking a specific task or operating specific plant and equipment.
A Safe Work Method Statement and Safe Work Procedures should only be developed after a
complete risk assessment has been carried out and identified control measures are implemented as
far as is reasonably practicable. Consultation with the work group is vital in developing effective and
acceptable Safe Work Method Statements and Safe Work Procedures.
RESPONSIBILITY
It is the responsibility of the HMRI Executive Management to ensure that safe work method
statements and safe work procedures are developed for every HMRI business unit.
All levels of Management are responsible for supplying employees with training in Safe Work
Method Statements and Safe Work Procedures as far as is reasonably practicable.
Team leaders will review Safe Work Method Statements and Safe Work Procedures, and monitor
work activities of employees and contractors to ensure compliance with the controls listed.
Team leaders will ensure only appropriately trained and skilled personnel as detailed on the Safe
Work Method Statement and Safe Work Procedures are used to perform the documented activity.
Workers are responsible for attending and participating in training of Safe Work Method Statements
and Safe Work Procedures as far as is reasonably practicable to do so. All workers and contractors
performing an activity for which a safe work method statement and safe work procedures has been
developed will perform the task in accordance with the procedure.
PROCEDURE


The management of HMRI are to identify activities that pose a risk to workplace health and
safety.



The Team leader is required to consult with the employees that perform the activity and
complete documentation



Utilising a Safe Work Method Statement and Safe Work Procedures template, each step of
the activity is documented and hazards identified for each step (e.g. manual handling,
chemical, equipment/machinery, stored energy, gravitational, electrical, risk of fire/explosion,
striking hazards, respiratory hazards and noise).
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Each hazard is then assessed for risk utilising document WHSRMT002 – Hazard Risk
Assessment Matrix.



Consultation with workers (and other duty holders where appropriate) is required in
developing control measures for each risk.



Control measures are developed for each risk utilising document WHSRMT003 – Mitigating
Risk Hierarchy of Control.



The task is reviewed with the control measures in place to ensure new hazards have not
been introduced.



Safe Work Method Statements and Safe Work Procedures are to be reviewed at least every
2nd year to ensure they remain applicable.



Control measures must be reviewed and, if necessary, revised when:
o
o

when the control measure is not effective in controlling the risk
before a change at the workplace that is likely to give rise to a new or different health
and safety risk that the control measure may not effectively control
if a new hazard or risk is identified
if the results of consultation indicate that a review is necessary
if a health and safety representative requests a review.

o
o
o


Several activities performed as a standard operation for HMRI staff will be developed and
used as a generic Safe Work Method Statement and Safe Work Procedures



Where site specific tasks or environments require the Team Leader in consultation with
employees will develop specific Safe Work Method Statements and Safe Work Procedures.



A register will be maintained of Safe Work Method Statements and Safe Work Procedures.

HAZARDOUS PROCESSES
Particular risk control measures (such as specialised facilities, proven work methods and
specialised training) are required for hazardous processes.
HMRI will consult with service providers/contractors to identify and document any hazardous
processes, and implement appropriate measures to control the associated risks.
Particular attention will be paid to work:


Near traffic or mobile plant



On or around or near electrical wiring



With or near hazardous substances, including chemicals



On or near occupied public sites or public thoroughfares



Manual handling



Lifting, handling, loading and unloading


Involving hot works



Requiring working at heights



Necessitating accessing confined or restricted spaces
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Appropriate supervision and welfare checks will be performed on individuals performing hazardous
processes by either a combination of the contractors own staff or HMRI security, stores, or HMRI
Facilities Management staff at critical points during the work.

4.5.

TRAINING
4.5.1. HMRI EMPLOYEES

PURPOSE
Workers are one of the most important assets in any operation. They have select skills and
knowledge that allow the operations within HMRI to run safely and efficiently.
Information, training and instruction of workers are essential aspects of ensuring the workplace
health and safety of workers and other persons. Proper information, instruction and training can also
control risks to the organisation, plant and property that can arise out of workplace hazards and
unsafe practises.
Training options for HMRI Employees may include but not be limited to:


Inductions



Safe work procedure reviews



Tool box talks



Workshops



Coaching and mentoring by a more experienced worker

Should training be required it is essential to record training on a training matrix or within the online
HR system ADP.
All HMRI Employees are required to participate in the HMRI Induction Program at commencement.
The Induction is to include procedures for reporting hazards, injuries and what to do in the case of
an evacuation and important information about working safely at HMRI.
http://www.hmri.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/HMRI-Workplace-Heath-and-SafetyInduction.pdf
Staff security access cards are linked to inductions, and are programmed according to the internal
access requirements of each individual.

4.5.2. HMRI VOLUNTEERS
PURPOSE
The purpose of Volunteer Induction is to ensure HMRI volunteers can partake in a standard
induction, informing them of general health and safety issues and HMRI procedures for their safety,
while conducting their volunteer duties.
Things to include at the induction:
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The structure of the organisation, introduction to staff and volunteers, also any other
associated staff members they may be dealing with.



Tour of the building/area of work, health and safety issues and fire points, exits and
procedures. If possible a fire drill should be carried out shortly after commencement.



If the volunteering role is off the premises, issues such as safety and reporting back should
be covered.



Policies such as volunteer policy, confidentiality, disciplinary and grievance procedures.



Agreeing to training, supervision and personal development matters.

It may be necessary to have a more explicit and formal induction process if the volunteer is to work
with equipment or if they may be in a more vulnerable working position. In some cases issues of
disclosures, child protection procedures and initial information about dealing with difficult clients may
be relevant to discuss.
TRAINING TOOLS
WHSTT001 –
NEW EMPLOYEE
INDUCTION
CHECKLIST

WHSTT001 - New
Employee WHS Induction Checklist

RELEVANT DOCUMENTS
WHSTT001 – New Employee Induction Checklist

4.6.

RETURN TO WORK

Hunter Medical Research Institute (HMRI) is committed to the rehabilitation of injured workers. The
company aims to conduct injury management in the workplace to ensure that all workers who suffer
a workplace injury have the opportunity to recover and return to work by:


Providing full support throughout the rehabilitation process to minimise the effects of the
injury and will ensure that an early return to work is a normal practice and expectation;



Facilitating early access to rehabilitation services, e.g. accredited rehabilitation providers for
injured workers as required;



Providing suitable duties for an injured worker as an integral part of the rehabilitation
process;



Consulting with workers and where applicable any industrial union representing them to
assist the return to work program to operate smoothly and effectively;



Informing workers of their rights in relation to a Workers Compensation claim including the
choice of doctor and accredited rehabilitation provider;
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Providing access to interpreter services as appropriate;



Ensuring that participation in return to work program will not of itself prejudice an injured
worker;



Ensuring no dismissal within six months of injury, solely or principally because of that injury;



Advising employees that participation in rehabilitation is voluntary but non-participation may
result in reduced weekly benefits.

RELEVANT DOCUMENTS
WHSSWP012 – Return to Work Procedures
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EVALUATION AND REVIEW

The HMRI WHS Policy will be reviewed every 2 years.
The HMRI WHS Management System will be reviewed formally in accordance with the review of the
HMRI WHS Policy.
However, it is HMRI’s goal to ensure that the HMRI WHS Management System remains effective in
achieving its goals to assist to establish effective, current reliable and measureable data.
Accordingly, the HMRI WHS Management System will be updated as soon as improvements and
changes are identified. All changes will be noted in the Document Control Register.
CONTACTS
The HMRI WHS Policy and WHS Management System are managed by the Associate Director,
Commercial Services, in conjunction with the HMRI Facilities Manager.
Acting Associate Director, Commercial Services
Richard Howard
Richard.Howard@hmri.org.au
P: 4042 0724

HMRI Facilities Manager
Graham Gunner
Graham.Gunner@hmri.com.au
P: 4042 0595

HMRI Safety Officer
Margaret Dunkley
Margaret.Dunkley@newcastle.edu.au
P: 4042 0233

HMRI WHS Contact
Graham.Gunner
Graham.Gunner@hmri.org.au
P: 4042 0595
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